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Opening statement  - Ethan Gutmann 

 

Four years ago, I gave testimony to you on how the forced organ harvesting of prisoners of 

conscience evolved from a handful of Uyghur political prisoners being exploited for Party cadres 

into a medical procedure employed in every province of China. I also gave you casualty 

estimates - 65,000 dead Falun Gong, several thousand Uyghurs, Tibetans, and House Christians. 

In the passion of that moment you released a spontaneous statement condemning China for this 

procedure. And just outside these doors, people hugged and cried that day.   

 

Yet my testimony contained an error. My casualty estimates -  and indeed the estimates of my 

colleagues David Matas and David Kilgour – were too conservative. In 2013, we spoke of tens of 

thousands murdered by the Chinese state. Today, we count the deaths in the hundreds of 

thousands. In 2013, we accepted Beijing’s claim of 10,000 organ transplants per year. Today, we 

know that’s a lie; our 700-page update published last year presented explicit evidence that annual 

Chinese transplant volume is 60,000 to 100,000.  

 

In Washington DC, three Chinese researchers from the Congressional-Executive Commission on 

China act as sentries, warding off false information from reaching the US congress. After 

examining our report for six weeks, the researchers delivered a verdict: Congress should hold a 

hearing. On the eve of that hearing, the House of Representatives passed a detailed and explicit 

resolution condemning China’s practice of harvesting prisoners of conscience. Two weeks later 

the European Parliament passed an identical resolution. Over the last year, every major Western 

paper has broken their silence on this issue. For the New York Times, it’s seven articles and 

counting.  

 

So - given this global momentum, why am I in Ireland today? The answer is that history is not 

changed by resolutions, but by actions.  

 

Back in 2008, one man, a heart surgeon, the son of a Holocaust survivor, challenged the Israeli 

Parliament to ban Israeli citizens from going to China for organ transplants. And they did. Spain 

followed. In 2015, it was Taiwan. In 2016, Italy. What do these countries have in common? 

Integrity. Independence. A highly developed sense of tragedy, and the historical wisdom to know 

that the big players may not interfere with an ongoing crime against humanity.  

 

Make no mistake, it is ongoing. In two high-profile conferences, including at the Vatican itself, 

Beijing pushed the line that Chinese harvesting of prisoner organs is over and done with. Neither 

attempt persuaded the conference, the press – or the Pope.  

 

We see no reform. Instead, we see an 8-9 billion-dollar Chinese transplant industry engaged in 

business as usual. We see a British architectural firm, TFP Ryder, intending to build an organ 

harvesting center in Dalian - one of the most notorious organ harvesting locations in China. And 

Human Rights Watch sees a comprehensive Chinese attempt to gather the DNA of the entire 

Uyghur population of Xinjiang - DNA samples which can be used for tissue-matching the organs 

of 15 million highly vulnerable people. We can no longer rule out the unthinkable. My name is 

Gutmann, so I don’t take comparisons to the Holocaust lightly, but the phrase “Final Solution” 

persistently enters my mind - and I suspect that phrase occurred to many of you just now as well.  
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What does this mean for Ireland? It means that if you are going to act, this is the critical moment. 

This is your time. Thank you, and I look forward to a frank discussion of any questions and 

concerns that are in your mind today.  


